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without hearing a performance of it, and our judgment of 
Herr Urspruch's Concerto in E flat must therefore be re- 
ceived with a certain amount of reserve- but the impres- 
sion produced by more than one careful perusal of the 
score is that, as a whole, the work is not equal in musical 
value to the Dances just noticed. In form Herr Urspruch 
shows himself a strict conservative * he begins his Concerto 
witll a long tlgtti, after the manner of Mo2art, and the first 
movement contains the custorn ary three solos for the 
piano, separated by orchestral interludes; we also find the 
cczde7lza, commencing on the second inversion of the tonic 
chord. The part of the solo instrument is extremely showy 
and quite modern in its fecAlazzque, though it is open to the 
charge of a certain amount of monotony in the passage 
writing, which contains a preponderance of scale passages 
and broken chords. The instrumentation is effective and 
tasteful, but the principal themes of the Concerto strike us 
as wanting in charm. We are inclined to look upon the 
work as one srhich does greater credit to the composer's 
knowledge than to his invention; at the same tixne we are 
quite ready to admit the possibility that an actual hearing 
of the Concerto might considerably modify our opinion. In 
any case it is good enough to deserve a trial. 

The Chrisfmas Book of Little So1lgs for Yolzozg Siltgers. 
I3y J. F. Lorraine. tNovello, Ewer and Co.l 

PROMINENT among the gift books of the cominfr season 
svill be, or, at all events, should be the handsome volume 
of nursery songs for nursery singers under notice. In 
these days of progress it is not unusual to find children 
catered for in various ways, as though the tastes of their 
fathers, xvhen thes were children, had become unfashion- 
able and unworthy. The Author, we are glad to see 
recognises the fact that the little people of to-day are 
very much like those of all previous days. The themes 
of the songs are good old nursery stories, sanctified 
by long tradition and many a loving memory. Here 
we have " Baa-baa, black sheep " and " Hey diddle 
diddle," 4' Hush-a-bys baby" and " Ride a cock horse," 
" Jack and Jill " and " Little Boy Blue." " Little Bo- 
peep " and " S;mple Simon," ith a host of others 
equally prized in the " children's kingdom." " All nursery 
nonsense," some may salr, bllt it is often nonsense 
with a moral. Many a man thinking himself wise cannot 
appreciate the reluctance to arouse L;ttle B(ly Blue from 
the happiness of slumber to the misery of a waking world 
in which sheep go astray and cows trespass on the corn 
while even grave and learned Home Secretaries do not 
disdain to preach precisely the lesson of " The Queen of 
Hearts ":- 

The Queen of Hearts, she made some tarts, 
All on a summer's day 

The Knave of Hearts, he stole those tarts 
And took them clean away. 

The King of Hearts called for those tarts 
And beat the Knave full sore- 

The Knave of Hearts brought back those tarts, 
And vow'd he'd steal no more. 

Nonsense indeed ! Why, there is a whole system of 
philosophy in these nursery ditties. The music to the 
songs are just what such music should be, and the state- 
ment implies that a very difficult task has been con- 
quered. The melodies are of such small compass that sing- 
ing them cannot injure the delicate vocal organs of little 
children. They are tuneful, moreover, and 4'catching"- 
while the accompaniments are so simple that a mere be- 
ginner can manage them with little effort As we have 
intimated, the voltlme is handsonaely got up, and in every 
respect worth giving and receiving. 

C:rols Old 7zd Nsw. 5;tainer and Bramley. Library 
Edition. [Novello and Co.] 

THIS work is so fully accepted as a standard collection 
of carols, and has passed through such a wide circulation 
both in this country and America, that any critical remarks 
on its contents are quite uncalled for. All that we have to 
notice now is, that this elegant edition, printed on beau- 
tiful paper with a large margin, is intended to supply the 
ordinaryr book-Iover with a source of reference for his 
librarr shelf. The previous editions have been either too 
luxurious in consequence of the illustrations, or too utili- 
tarian in consaquence of the paper covers, for the taste of 
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the general reader. Here, however, sve have the valuable 
and extensive labours of the editors in a form which while 
it does the greatest credit to the taste of the pubiishers 
will also be of the greatest utility to the student of this 
tnost interesting branch of musical folk-lore. The ex- 
haustive history of carol-singing, gixen in the modest form 
of a preface, shosvs at once 1-losr fully qtlalified Mr. Bramley 
was for the duties of editor of the s-w7ords. What could be 
done by extensive research and refined ieling for the 
spirit of our language at different epochs has here, and 
throughout the book, been done by Mr. Bramley * and the 
interesting historical essay, which no^r appears for the first 
time, will of itself be sufiicient to reward the possessor of 
this special edition. 

DYsi SotzateD fifY veoliate 51lit buziXes*zv7t Bass. Von 
Georg F Handel. F-iir Violiste uzld Pizzfzofortc. Bear- 
beitet von Gustav Jensen. LColn: Tonger.] 

IN I732 Handel published a set of " Tsvelve Sonatas for 
a Violin or a German Flute?" having written them? as was 
said, for the then Prince of Wales, a fairly good amateur 
musician. At rare intervals selections from these, and 
other of the great master's instrumental works, are publicly 
heard, but more, we suspect, as objects of antiquarian in- 
terest than anything else. A really artistic thing, howevers 
does not cease to live because the fashion of the day passes 
it by. It exists for all who are art-lovers in trutll, and 
therefore, we are glad to find Herr Jensen taking the 
trouble to arrange in their present form the three Sonatas 
named above. Not only svere they in their original shape 
difficult to obtain, but having merely a fiured bass, ama- 
teurs could do little nYith them. As it is they are readily 
available, while comparative easiness brings them within 
the means of violin-players generally. About the merit of 
these works there cannot be two opinions. Handel wrote 
them in the early prime of his powers, and the music is 
conspicuous for the freshness and spontaneity of its themes. 
On his part, Herr Jensen has 1nuch heightened their value 
and cllarm by a pianoforte accompaniment which is pro 
minent without obtrusiveness. 1he temptation to over- 
doing has been successfully resisted, and the solo is en- 
riched while its simple outlines remain as conspicuous as 
ever. At the present time, NZhen reaction against excess 
is directing public taste to the old masters.these Sonatas 
in their new form should be very aeceptable. 

Hcirmo?ly Notes. Compiled by E. M. Bosvles. 
[Lamborn Cock.] 

THE modest title of this little book will scarcely perhaps 
stlfficiently indicate its value to those who do not desire to 
dive deeply into the science of Harmony. The authoress 
says in her preface: " Having through many years' ex- 
perience in teaching.found the great advantage of conveying 
the necessary informatio1l in as few words as possible I 
compiled the following ' Notes ' for the use of my pupils "; 
and we may at once say that she has not only used " few 
words " in imparting the elementary principles of Harmony 
but that these words are very much to the purpose 
Commencing with a description of the production of 
Sound, she continues with brief, but lucid, explanations of 
Rhythm, Time, Staves and Clefs, Scales, Intervals 
Musical Terms7 Triads, Chords of the seventh and ninth 
Leading and Diminished sevenths, Suspensions, Cadences 
Sequences, and Harmonising. The observations upon ali 
these subjects are generally extremely good, and indeed 
could only have been vritten by one who has thoroughly 
systematised her plan of teaching. Bte think, however, 
that when the book comes to a second edition it would be 
well to say that the Tonics of Major Scales, requiring 
sharps, succeed each other by ascending perfect fifths, and 
those requiring flats by ascending perfect fourths, as we 
know, by experience, that young students are apt to err in 
this matter. We should like also to sugest that, on page 
I3, the svord " Perfect " shou'd be taken out in describing 
a Major or Minor Triad. A bass note orith a major third 
and perfect fifth is a " Major Triad," and with a minor 
third and perfect fifth is a 4' WIinor Triad." A pupil 
hearing the term " Perfect " applied to either would 
naturally imagine that it could also be " Imperfect." 
These matters, however, are mere trifles, and afvect not 
our general commendation of the sIsJork. 
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therefore, we are glad to find Herr Jensen taking the 
trouble to arrange in their present form the three Sonatas 
named above. Not only svere they in their original shape 
difficult to obtain, but having merely a fiured bass, ama- 
teurs could do little nYith them. As it is they are readily 
available, while comparative easiness brings them within 
the means of violin-players generally. About the merit of 
these works there cannot be two opinions. Handel wrote 
them in the early prime of his powers, and the music is 
conspicuous for the freshness and spontaneity of its themes. 
On his part, Herr Jensen has 1nuch heightened their value 
and cllarm by a pianoforte accompaniment which is pro 
minent without obtrusiveness. 1he temptation to over- 
doing has been successfully resisted, and the solo is en- 
riched while its simple outlines remain as conspicuous as 
ever. At the present time, NZhen reaction against excess 
is directing public taste to the old masters.these Sonatas 
in their new form should be very aeceptable. 
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THE modest title of this little book will scarcely perhaps 
stlfficiently indicate its value to those who do not desire to 
dive deeply into the science of Harmony. The authoress 
says in her preface: " Having through many years' ex- 
perience in teaching.found the great advantage of conveying 
the necessary informatio1l in as few words as possible I 
compiled the following ' Notes ' for the use of my pupils "; 
and we may at once say that she has not only used " few 
words " in imparting the elementary principles of Harmony 
but that these words are very much to the purpose 
Commencing with a description of the production of 
Sound, she continues with brief, but lucid, explanations of 
Rhythm, Time, Staves and Clefs, Scales, Intervals 
Musical Terms7 Triads, Chords of the seventh and ninth 
Leading and Diminished sevenths, Suspensions, Cadences 
Sequences, and Harmonising. The observations upon ali 
these subjects are generally extremely good, and indeed 
could only have been vritten by one who has thoroughly 
systematised her plan of teaching. Bte think, however, 
that when the book comes to a second edition it would be 
well to say that the Tonics of Major Scales, requiring 
sharps, succeed each other by ascending perfect fifths, and 
those requiring flats by ascending perfect fourths, as we 
know, by experience, that young students are apt to err in 
this matter. We should like also to sugest that, on page 
I3, the svord " Perfect " shou'd be taken out in describing 
a Major or Minor Triad. A bass note orith a major third 
and perfect fifth is a " Major Triad," and with a minor 
third and perfect fifth is a 4' WIinor Triad." A pupil 
hearing the term " Perfect " applied to either would 
naturally imagine that it could also be " Imperfect." 
These matters, however, are mere trifles, and afvect not 
our general commendation of the sIsJork. 
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it does the greatest credit to the taste of the pubiishers 
will also be of the greatest utility to the student of this 
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of a preface, shosvs at once 1-losr fully qtlalified Mr. Bramley 
was for the duties of editor of the s-w7ords. What could be 
done by extensive research and refined ieling for the 
spirit of our language at different epochs has here, and 
throughout the book, been done by Mr. Bramley * and the 
interesting historical essay, which no^r appears for the first 
time, will of itself be sufiicient to reward the possessor of 
this special edition. 
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